The Small Grant we were awarded for $3500 enabled us to create, publicize, and begin to maintain a website that lists locations and information about the archives of feminist philosophy: individual philosophers, journals, and organizations. Its current title is: Feminist Philosophy Archive Directory. [For those without links it is: https://femphilarchives.org/]

We were fortunate enough to hire Matthew Smithdeal, a philosophy graduate student at the University of British Columbia who had been project manager of Alison Wylie’s APA-funded project, The Philosophy Exception. Smithdeal has created our website and will continue to manage it until the funds run out. It was created in time for the 40th Anniversary of Hypatia conference in early September—which fortuitously had the subtitle, “Opening the Archives.” We publicized it there and have been using social media, listservs, and emails to individuals and organizations to ask for cooperation in publicizing it further.

The uptake so far has been very enthusiastic. Of course, we realize that this is a project that requires maintenance and publicity over a long period of time and will need to involve volunteer labor of younger generations of scholars as well as continuing labor of those of us who proposed the project.

The APA Committee on Women and Gender has volunteered to list the site on its website. We hope that over the long run (and in accordance with APA rules) that this committee can assume more responsibility for the project.

Budget: the entire $3500 is being paid to Matthew Smithdeal. The incidental costs, for example, for the domain name and to WordPress, have been paid by the principal investigators themselves. They will continue to pay these minor costs for the foreseeable future. The current server does not incur a cost because of Smithdeal’s existing account with DreamHost.

Shift in management of the project: Ann Garry remains a PI. Alison Jaggar and Marilyn Frye have switched roles: Frye became the second PI; Jaggar moved to the Steering Committee where Sandra Harding remains.